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The Multi-Country South Asia Global Fund HIV Programme (MSA, second 
phase) is a regional HIV Programme that aims to reduce the impact of, 
and vulnerability to, HIV of men who have sex with men (MSM), hijras 
and transgender people across seven South Asian countries (Afghanistan, 
Bangladesh, Bhutan, India, Nepal, Pakistan and Sri Lanka) through 
community systems strengthening (CSS). 

Within the Programme, APCOM serves the role of regional Sub-Recipient 
community network that cooperates with the United Nations Development 
Programme Bangkok Regional Hub (UNDP BRH), the Programme’s interim 
Principal Recipient, to support high-level regional and national-level policy 
development and advocacy, technical support and research activities of the 
following 11 national Sub-Recipient organizations:

UNDP BRH organized the first batch of Regional SR Coordination and M&E 
Workshop on 25-27 June 2014, in Bangkok. The workshop focused on how to 
address M&E challenges and developing an agreed upon M&E performance 
framework for the MSA-II. However, the knowledge about M&E amongst 
participants was limited and it was recommended that on-going activities 
develop further skills especially on strengthening organizational M&E and 
performance monitoring of advocacy interventions. 

About Multi-Country South Asia 
Global Fund HIV Programme
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The report documents APCOM’s “Strengthening Programme Management 
System- Batch 2”  Workshop for the Sub – Recipients (Pakistan) of the 
Multi-Country South Asia Global Fund HIV Program (MSA), which was held 
at Annapurna hotel, Kathmandu, Nepal on 24-27 October 2016.

APCOM would like to gratefully acknowledge Jigs Gaton and Uttam 
Uprety from Phoenix Consulting and Training Worldwide (PCATWW) for 
designing, facilitating and documenting the workshop; and United Nations 
Development Programme Bangkok Regional Hub (UNDP BRH) for providing 
valuable support and guidance to the workshop.

APCOM would also thank all the participants from the Sub-Recipient for 
their cooperation prior to and participation during the Workshop. 

Acknowledgement
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This report highlights key achievements and accomplishments for the 
Strengthening Programme Management Systems Workshop, a 4-day training 
delivered by Phoenix Consulting and Training Worldwide (PCATWW)  from 
Oct 24 to Oct 27, 2016. Participants were from several organizations within 
Pakistan (see List of Participating Community Organisations on page 8). The 
venue for this training was Annapurna Hotel, Kathmandu Nepal (Banquet 
Hall). This was the second workshop delivered using these materials and 
methodology (see this training report for the results of the first delivery). 

In preparing this report, the following was used to reach the conclusion and 
final recommendations:

The methodology used to deliver this workshop was participatory in nature 
and with the design determined (in part) by a Rapid Assessment Survey 
conducted by PCATWW beforehand . The delivery included a balanced mix 
of theory and practical exercises, as well as group discussions and facilitated 
group sharing.

1. 

1.  
2. 

3. 
4.

2. 

Help enable selected APCOM partners in creating, designing and 
managing quality programs and projects - to a highly successful state 
of conclusion.

Conclusion (that includes overall feedback from participants)
Workshop Records (daily narratives that include daily feedback from 
participants)
PCATWW Recommendations
Annexes (participant attendance list, training schedule, class materials, 
etc.)

This remainder of this report is presented in the following parts:

Help strengthen APCOM partner organizations by helping participants 
construct a well-designed set of Standard Operating Procedures (SOPs).

The overall objectives of this workshop were to:

Daily feedback from each participant.
Overall feedback from all participants, via scatter chart.
Trainer, APCOM and UNDP observations.

• 
• 
• 

Both Paul (aka Jigs) Reitman (CEO) and Uttam Uprety (Lead Advisor) were present during the training, 
although Uttam had a personal emergency on the afternoon of Day 4. 
See the PCATWW report submitted to APCOM titled APCOM SA Report for RAS_No2_Final.pdf

1

2

Summary

1

2

https://apcom.org/wp-content/uploads/2016/05/Strengthening-PM-System-Workshop-Report-13052016-2.pdf
https://www.dropbox.com/s/t1fzv8q24tdu1rc/APCOM%20SA%20Report%20for%20RAS_No2_Final.pdf?dl=0
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Overall, the training was highly successful, and this determination is based 
on participant feedback (overall and daily), trainer observations and pre/
post test results, as well as PCATWW’s own grading system that compares 
other like workshops with this one. All of the planned course activities were 
covered (per the original training proposal & schedule), and attendance was 
near perfect by all attendees.

Based on the results of the final evaluation, we conclude that the training 
left most all of the participants highly satisfied or satisfied (when venue 
scores are excluded). Overall success was impacted by low venue scores, 
which is discussed further in our improvement recommendations on page 
26.

To help gauge the success of the course at closing, a survey was presented 
where participants were asked to rate the training based on quality criteria, 
and these indicators: Strongly Disagree, Disagree, Neither Disagree or 
Agree (neutral), Agree, and Strongly Agree. The results of this end-of-
workshop survey is presented in the scatter chart below:

Figure 1. Final Workshop Evaluation Scatter Diagram

Conclusion

Final Evaluation

Final Evaluation Conclusion
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Before the workshop began, a pre and post-test was designed jointly by 
APCOM, UNDP and PCATWW - then delivered twice during the workshop 
(early on Day 1 & late on Day 4). The results are as follows: 

As seen in the chart above, the increase between the participant aggregate 
scores (95 to 137.5) shows an average increased understanding of 
Programme Management theory by 2.02 points. From this increase, we can 
assume that participants have benefited and gained more knowledge and 
skills from the Programme Management Workshop. 

For the actual questions asked and the answer sheet, see ANNEX 3: Pre-/
Post-Test on page 28.

The following table shows where the 20 participating from local community 
organisations travelled from to attend this workshop:

Figure 2. Pre/Post Test Results (showing a 2+ increase in learning)

Figure 3. List of participating Organisations

Pre-/Post Testing

Pre-/Post Testing Conclusion

List of Participating Community Organisations
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For a complete list of participants (names, emails, etc.) see ANNEX 2: List of 
Participants on page 27. 

All workshop materials provided to participants were delivered online, via 
the PCATWW website . Each participant was given a userid and password to 
access a customized participant page connected to a Dropbox workspace, 
where work was shared between participants and trainers during the 
workshop. The workshop workspace will remain active, and will continue 
to do so for as long as needed. See Shankar Silmula for access.

This section contains a blow-by-blow accounting of all four days, including 
the feedback received on Days 1-3 (daily feedback). That feedback was used 
to make any course adjustments in real-time as the workshop progressed.

Day one began with opening remarks from representatives from APCOM 
and UNDP (Shankar Silmula and Kanokwan Adisorn, respectively) to set 
the vision and tone of the training. 

Opening remarks were followed by the Find Someone Who icebreaker, 
where participants were asked to find someone who, for example, travelled 
more than 5 hours to reach the training or who has the same birth month 
or could sing well, etc. The goal of this exercise was to make introductions 
more fun and participatory. A prize was awarded to the participant who 
completed the question sheet first, and it was mentioned here that future 
good performance and participation would also be rewarded during the 
remainder of the workshop.

Worshop Day 1

A Note on Workshop Materials Provided to All 
Participants

Workshop Records

http://www.pcatww.com/training/apcom-regional-workshop-spms-participant-page/3

3

mailto:shankars@apcom.org?subject=Workspace access
http://www.pcatww.com/training/apcom-regional-workshop-spms-participant-page/
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Note: to review the slides used during Day 1, see the Workshop Workspace 
on

An expectation sharing was held next that allowed participants (working 
in teams ) to express their top expectations for the week. The expectations 
gathered are summarized below: 

Nothing gathered from the teams fell outside of the scope of the training 
as designed, except that “writing skills” was emphasized by participants far 
more than expected. See page 26 for a recommendation that addresses that 
issue.

https://www.dropbox.com/s/cvuonjgd7rruhnp/20160724_APCOM_Proj%20
Mgt%20Training_Day%20One.pptx?dl=0. 

https://www.dropbox.com/sh/z9fmrfxe44w9zso/AABn1btjZktyaJPv2og08_
OXa?dl=0.  

Dropbox: 

To review all the exercises used during Day 1, see this link: 

Day 1 Session 1 - Expectation Sharing

Figure 4. Team Expectations Summary

Per a UNDP requirement, a Pre and Post-test was designed in collaboration 
with APCOM and PCATWW and administered during the workshop here. 
The results of this testing is shown on page 8, and a link to the test questions 
(and solutions) is annexed on page 25.

A guided reflection was held where all participants were encouraged 
and allowed to talk about their difficulties, successes, etc. regarding their 
experiences as a project manager or with their organizations programs. The 
results from the plenary (as captured) are below: 

Day 1 Session 2 - Knowledge and Skills Pre-test

Day 1 Session 3 - Reflection on Project Management Experience

Four teams were organized (Yellow, Divas, Boosters and Fantastic 5), each with a team leader assigned.4

4

https://www.dropbox.com/s/cvuonjgd7rruhnp/20160724_APCOM_Proj%20Mgt%20Training_Day%20One.pptx?dl=0
https://www.dropbox.com/sh/z9fmrfxe44w9zso/AABn1btjZktyaJPv2og08_OXa?dl=0
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Figure 5. Positive and Challenging Aspects of PM (from Plenary)

This was an introductory lecture and exercise that focused on the basic 
tenants of good management, how a project evolves over time (cycles and 
phases), and concluded with a case study on how to deal with projects in 
trouble.

Immediately following a 1-hour lunch period, this session-introduced 
participants to the theory behind a LFA, and engaged them in a discussion 
about its use. Two exercises followed on how to put together the LFA: one 
a scramble to help participants identify the differences between impact, 
outcome and output, and the other to understand the logic used (vertical 
and zigzag) in logframe construction.

Day 1 Session 4 - Management, Project Cycle Management 
and Project Management

Day 1 Session 5 - Logical Framework Approach (LFA): A Tool 
for PCM
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Here are sample worksheets produced during the team exercise for this 
session:

Note: for photos of workshop activities taken by Phoenix staff, see the class 
materials on Dropbox linked here. 

This exercise was followed by the Elephant-Cow-Rabbit Energizer, as pictured 
below: 

This session was again part lecture (using slides and group discussion) and 
part exercise. Here participants were engaged in understanding how RBM 
fits into cutting-edge development practices for managing programmes 
and projects. Participants were given two case studies, one on improving 
the level of police performance in Nepal, and the other regarding the use 
of media to reduce cigarette consumption. Participants worked in teams 
to come up with valid output / outcome statements, as well as an impact 
statement.

Day 1 Session 6 - Results-based Management (RBM) Overview

https://www.dropbox.com/sh/0je786ib8mo3fcl/AAAy3qf9VYulzQNu0c_HoYcfa?dl=0
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During this session, the steps needed to create a Stakeholder mapping and 
resulting analysis were given, and all teams completed the mapping exercise 
for this session.

After a quick question & answer period for the day, participants were 
invited to use Emoji cards to 1) write on one side what they liked about the 
day and 2) write on the other side of the card what they did not like. Once 
the feedback was collected, participants were excused for the day. Here are 
the tabulated results of that feedback: 

Day 1 Session 7 - Stakeholder Mapping and Analysis

Day 1 Daily Feedback

Figure 6. Daily 1 Participant Feedback
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The second day of this workshop began as all others to follow, with first a 
review of the previous day’s participant feedback, and then a quiz conducted 
by a volunteer from the plenary to stimulate knowledge retention from the 
previous day. Prizes were awarded from the Tibetan prize box to participants 
who remembered well.

The Situation Analysis instruction included how to build a problem tree 
using the flow of cause-problem-effect, and gave several examples as well 
as an exercise on how to build one using a case study. This case study was 
one taken from a similar scenario that all participants would be familiar with 
(HIV/AIDs-related). 

Workshop Day 2

Day 2 Session 1 - Situation Analysis (the problem Tree 

Corrective action based on Day 1 feedback for Day 2 included the following: 

Note: All of the slides presented on Day 2 can be reviewed here: 

To review all the exercises used during Day 2, see this link: 

https://www.dropbox.com/s/y1x0hal5ym10ujj/20160116_APCOM_Proj%20Mgt%20Training_

Day%20Two.pptx?dl=0  

https://www.dropbox.com/sh/ogrbsd7ncr00l0l/AABQmN5G9LAOBZFi45NUleUNa?dl=0  

The hotel would be notified about dissatisfaction with Day 1 food and 
tea. 
Internet access / workspace access would be fixed 
More energizers would be worked into schedule

• 

• 
• 

https://www.dropbox.com/sh/ogrbsd7ncr00l0l/AABQmN5G9LAOBZFi45NUleUNa?dl=0
https://www.dropbox.com/s/sonkj3wldjkxea8/Day%201_LFA%20Session_exercise_Context%20setting%20for%20LFA%20Exercise.docx?dl=0
https://www.dropbox.com/sh/nvpayo3qq21ejjn/AACsFAXSCV4j13pCTsLRnhJja/Exercises%20%26%20Handouts/Day%202?dl=0
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Very similar to the previous session, this session was a lecture with an 
examination of a case study, and how the means-objectives-ends flow 
works.  The previous work done in Day 2 Session 1 was used to build on, and 
for teams to construct an analysis flowchart. 

This session focused on setting criteria for an alternative analysis, and 
how to choose the right project strategy once done so. The exercise used 
here followed on from the case study used during the previous section, and 
helped participants understand the results-purpose-overall objective flow.

Here participants were instructed on how the objective tree previously 
created is used to design a results chain that clearly helps distinguish 
between outputs, outcomes and impacts within a proper scoping based on 
the strategy selected during the previous exercise. 

In this session, participants were given case studies and instructions on how 
to properly prepare indicators for any given results chain encountered. In 
addition, the proper methodology for creating indicators was demonstrated 
and practiced by the participants, and this included understanding indicators 
by examining the following dimensions for each:

Now that participants have set indicators in the case study being built, 
the next step was to learn how to identify the MoV and set for each of the 
indicators established in the LFA.

Participants continued with the exercise using the class Case Study until a 
MoV had been established for each indicator, and this session filled the rest 
of the day.

To re-energize the group after such intense work, the Grab-The Finger 
Game was played, which wakes folks up as well as practicing hand-eye-ear 
coordination: 

Day 2 Session 2 - Objective Analysis

Day 2 Session 3 - The Alternative Analysis and Designing a 
Project Strategy

Day 2 Session 4 - Designing the Results-Chain

Day 2 Session 5 - Setting Indicators

Day 2 Session 6 - Identifying the Means of Verification (MoV)

Qualitative 
Quantitated 
Target 
Timeframe 
Location

• 
• 
•  
• 
•
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As with Day 1, emoji cards were completed that let participants freely voice 
either their happiness or unhappiness with any aspect of the training, and 
here are the results: 

Day 2 Daily Feedback

Figure 7. Day 2 Participant Feedback
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The third day of this workshop began as the last, with first a review of 
the previous day’s participant feedback, and then a quiz conducted by a 
volunteer from the plenary to stimulate knowledge retention from the 
previous day. A prize was awarded to the volunteer facilitator.

Corrective action based on Day 2 feedback for Day 3 included only one 
actionable item: food. Again we talked to the hotel staff about this issue (but 
note, many felt food was improved)

One problem (for three or more participants) was mentioned in the feedback 
but not corrected, “Too much for one day.” Because of the tight schedule, 
nothing could be done there. 

This session focused on how to look for possible risks during the design phase 
and then write realistic assumption statements for the LFA. This naturally 
follows the process begun during Day 1 and 2 in regards to completing a 
log frame in a logical and analytical way. Here again the IPPF’s Member 
Associations in Central Africa case study was used, and participants 
continued to complete the log frame now well under construction.

Now that assumption statements had been properly formulated during the 
previous exercise, participants looked to the log frame in-progress to derive 
the risks and begin to build a plan to deal with risks during implementation. 
After a short lecture, participants were put to work using the exercise sheet 
for this session, where risks were defined, scored, narrated and a mitigation 
plan for each risk was formulated. Scoring was accomplished during a 
separate exercise, and using a risk matrix template. In addition, the creation 
and maintenance of a risk log was discussed and a sample discussed.

During this exercise, participants were introduced to the designing of an 
M&E system for any project encountered. In addition, participants were 
instructed what to look for when hiring an M&E expert and a sample ToR for 
that expert was given (see exercises for Day 3 for that template). 

Workshop Day 3

Day 3 Session 1 - Analysing Risk and Making Assumptions

Day 3 Session 2 - Risk Management Planning

Day 3 Session 3 - M&E Scoping

All of the slides presented during Day 3 can be reviewed here: 

To review all the exercises used during Day 3, see this link: 

https://www.dropbox.com/s/7vaigcvfxlfjg90/20160724_APCOM_Proj%20Mgt%20Training_

Day%20Three.pptx?dl=0.  

https://www.dropbox.com/sh/xwp7wodku88dygj/AAD8Rf6rhqh9il7w-sn0rfv6a?dl=0 .  

https://www.dropbox.com/s/7vaigcvfxlfjg90/20160724_APCOM_Proj%20Mgt%20Training_Day%20Three.pptx?dl=0
https://www.dropbox.com/sh/xwp7wodku88dygj/AAD8Rf6rhqh9il7w-sn0rfv6a?dl=0
https://www.dropbox.com/s/sonkj3wldjkxea8/Day%201_LFA%20Session_exercise_Context%20setting%20for%20LFA%20Exercise.docx?dl=0
https://www.dropbox.com/s/sonkj3wldjkxea8/Day%201_LFA%20Session_exercise_Context%20setting%20for%20LFA%20Exercise.docx?dl=0
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Now that participants understood what a good M&E system looks like, and 
the skills needed to implement one, participants were given a short lecture 
on how to make it functional. This was accomplished using a mix of lecture 
and exercise, with participants adding baselines for the evaluation as well as 
the means for data aggregation. 

A Clapping Game Energizer followed the -lunch session, where participants 
were rejuvenated both physically and mentally with a challenging group 
activity

During this session, implementation of a project was discussed in terms of 
how to break down the work specified in the activities section of the log 
frame, and then turn that breakdown into tasks that could be scheduled.

Participants were first tested on their ability to read a Gantt chart, and 
were then asked to create a Work Breakdown Structure (WBS) for just one 
activity from the logframe constructed. This session was a mix of lecture, a 
practical team exercise, and software demos  of the leading tools used when 
creating a WBS and project schedule.

Day 3 Session 4 - Making the Results-based M&E System 
Functional

Day 3 Session 5 - Scheduling Project Activities Using Mind 
Maps and More!

Figure 8. The PM Triangle of Death: 
relationship between resources, work and 
time

See this folder for software trials provided to participants: 
https://www.dropbox.com/sh/q885ixqzuxeralj/AABDawNqbxOrNqV8OsYzNDeia?dl=0 

5

5

https://www.dropbox.com/sh/q885ixqzuxeralj/AABDawNqbxOrNqV8OsYzNDeia?dl=0
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Figure 9. Day 3 Participant Feedback

Due to time constraints, no software instruction was given, but trial 
software was made available for participants to learn on their own, and 
short live demos of Mindjet MindManager and MS Project were shown. See 
Recommendations on page 26 for a recommendation on this point. 

As with Days 1 and 2, emoji cards were completed that let participants 
freely voice either their happiness or unhappiness with any aspect of the 
training to date, and here are the results from Day 3:

Day 3 Daily Feedback
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This last day of this workshop began as the last, with first a review of 
the previous day’s participant feedback, and then a quiz conducted by a 
volunteer from the plenary to stimulate knowledge retention from the 
previous day. A prize was given to the volunteer facilitator for asking the 
questions.

No corrective action was made based on the previous day’s feedback 
(outside a note on controlling the AC); there was nothing the facilitators 
could do (we had tried 3 times re: food). In addition, individual feedback was 
not collected for on Day 3 for Day 4, but instead an overall evaluation was 
given – see Page 7 for those results.

Workshop Day 4

All of the slides presented during Day 4 can be reviewed here: 

To review all the exercises used during Day 4, see this link: 

https://www.dropbox.com/s/ml2954fngkxef9a/20160724_APCOM_Proj%20Mgt%20Training_
Day%20Four.pptx?dl=0.

https://www.dropbox.com/sh/rtn8qgpgu15edmq/AAAybKOZRK1N_Wugy0zi2Lpca?dl=0.

Here participants discussed budgetary issues and then were lectured on 
the importance and techniques involved in creating a good budget. Sample 
budgets from various projects were examined to show that while budgets 
may vary in format, there is a consistency with the key elements required

Day 4 Session 1 - Proper Budgeting for Financial Management

https://www.dropbox.com/s/ml2954fngkxef9a/20160724_APCOM_Proj%20Mgt%20Training_Day%20Four.pptx?dl=0
https://www.dropbox.com/sh/rtn8qgpgu15edmq/AAAybKOZRK1N_Wugy0zi2Lpca?dl=0
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This session focused on training participants in the art of proper project 
closure, and in delineating the different types of best-practice closures 
(termination, extension, expansion and redesign). A lively discussion ensued 
regarding their own situation within a NCE closeout, with Vipat (UNDP) 
participating in the group discussion. 

We then broke for lunch where a group photo was taken: 

The after-lunch session was followed by the Rabbit, Arrow, Wall Energizer, 
where participants were rejuvenated both physically and mentally with a 
challenging group activity:

Day 4 Session 2 - Successful Project Closure
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A short discussion pertaining to the SOP developed by batch 1 participants 
then took place, with the SOP and Risk Management plan templates gone 
over briefly. It was explained that the previous group had reviewed these 
templates and generated a tailored SOP / Risk Plan, and that this group now 
must do the same within 30 days of workshop conclusion. 

A call for volunteers within each organization was put out, and here are the 
results, with each lead to make sure the templates get reviewed and turned 
into working documents, with some TA from Phoenix: 

This was a new module added in response to the Rapid Assessment Survey 
taken before the workshop began that clearly indicated participant’s desire 
to learn how to write better in a professional context. 

Day 4 Session 3 - Review of the Draft SOP Template & TA Plan

Day 4 Session 4 - How to Write Clearly in Just One Session

1.  
2. 
3. 

1.  
2. 
3. 
4. 

Use the principles of clarity
Use a FOG Index to test for clarity 
Rinse and repeat untill clarity is obtained

Reduce unnecessary words
Reduce unnecessary phrases 
Reduce spicy language 
Reduce the use of nominalizations

While the schedule was such that a complete investigation into writing 
better proposals and reports could not be included, we did include a 
quick 3-step approach to writing more clearly: 

Participants interactively practiced how to: 

https://www.dropbox.com/sh/8lpry20n49t4dgs/AADmR3dPVBLvvEbjWkvXPYmIa?dl=0
http://gunning-fog-index.com
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Then participants measured some of their recent writings using the FOG 
Index, then applied the principles learned, and then retested their work to 
see the results of improvements made. 

Figure 10. Sample Gunning Fog Index Display

This final session began with the post-test (with the same questions found 
in the pre-test given on Day 1), and then this exercise was followed by the 
final workshop evaluation. 

The results of pre-/post testing is shown on page 8, and a link to the test 
questions (and solutions) is annexed on page 27. 

As daily feedback (emoji cards) is not needed on the last day, overall feedback 
for all days was collected via the projection of criteria on a whiteboard, 
and the evaluation was conducted by participants while the trainers were 
excused from the room (to avoid bias). See page 7 for the results of this 
evaluation.

Day 4 Final Session - Post Test, Final Evaluation, Certificates & 
Closing Remarks 

http://gunning-fog-index.com
http://gunning-fog-index.com
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The final workshop evaluation was followed by a team award (Yellow Team 
winning). The certificate ceremony was not conducted however, as those 
were being emailed direct from APCOM and there was a shortage of time. 

The final reflection on the workshop was cut short, as there was an urgent 
BDS / UNDP meeting that needed to happen before the end of day.
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Knowledge Gained

The following is a summary of knowledge gained, and this data is supported 
by direct feedback from participants, Pre-/Post test scoring, observations 
from PCATWW trainers and the completed exercises stored in the workshop 
workspace: 

Testing shows that there was a 2.02-point gain in overall learning. See the 
Conclusion of this report on page 7 for the test results.

https://www.dropbox.com/sh/qijqzfp14bskwao/AADHfbYYHd1TPHdzOqsI2MmBa?dl=0 

Figure 11. Summary of Knowledge Gained

https://www.dropbox.com/sh/qijqzfp14bskwao/AADHfbYYHd1TPHdzOqsI2MmBa?dl=0
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Figure 12. From the Rapid Assessment Survey sent to all pacs prior to 
workshop

Recommendations
The following recommendations are offered by PCATWW in regards to 
further trainings associated with this workshop (lessons-learned to be put 
into action):

1.  

3.  

2.  

In regards to high negatives on “Venue,” (the only negative results from 
the overall evaluation, and the majority of negative feedback overall), 
Phoenix recommends consulting with the Phoenix Office Manager on 
venue selection for KTM next time, and that food preferences be polled 
up front and communicated with hotel staff well in advance of the training.

In addition to knowledge and skills, participants expressed an interest 
in learning new project management tools, for example, a mind-mapper 
to assist when breaking down work to create schedules. Unfortunately, 
the schedule did not allow for specific software training, and participants 
were left to learn a mind-mapping tool on their own, and instead of 
using software, participants built many mind maps using metacards and 
flipchart paper. To remedy this, Phoenix recommends training on Mindjet 
Mind Mapper (free software trial here) – or any of the popular free mind-
mapping tools offered on the internet (more trials here). Phoenix includes 
this training during any of the other workshops offered (Report/Proposal 
Writing, Project Scheduling, Public speaking, etc.).

Since our research shows that the #1 topic participants wanted to see 
covered was how to write better reports and proposals, and that 90 
minutes of training is not enough time to make a significant impact on 
the quality of writing, we recommend that all APCOM partners attend 
a Proposal & Report Writing Training of some significant length. For 
example, we offer a three or five-day training just on Report / Proposal 
/ Case Study writing that uses a logical approach to writing better 
documents in the development environment. See our website here for 
more information on this popular training, or contact Jigs direct for 
information on how to custom tailor a professional writing workshop just 
for APCOM and partners.

http://www.pcatww.com/training/the-power-to-report/
mailto:jigs@pcatww.com?subject=Custom Writing Workshops
https://www.dropbox.com/sh/kja5cgoqztyei6t/AADh39QlSFfty-4vsGprrZtQa?dl=0
https://www.dropbox.com/sh/bkmbcb56dnbwm3f/AAC7TsyT517T_S4MniHYFa5Pa?dl=0
http://www.pcatww.com/training/select/
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ANNEX 1: Workshop Agenda

ANNEX 2: List of Participants

ANNEX 3: Pre-/Post- Test

Testing shows that there was a 2.02-point gain in overall learning. See the 
Conclusion of this report on page 7 for the test results.

For the list of participants who attended, see the following file stored in the 
workshop workspace (Dropbox):

The pre-/post delivered early on Day 1 and then again on late on Day 4 is 
linked below:

Results from this testing is shown on page 8 of this report.

https://www.dropbox.com/s/5jd6h7yw8n5s4lz/PM%20Workshop%20Batch%202%20-%20
Workshop%20Agenda%20-%202016.10.17.pdf?dl=0 

https://www.dropbox.com/s/j4pp4nstiabykzj/Final_Participant_List.pdf?dl=0

https://www.dropbox.com/sh/s0tletho7yf5x0r/AAAsuH-_88zcXV8CbwXkMzuza?dl=0

https://www.dropbox.com/s/5jd6h7yw8n5s4lz/PM%20Workshop%20Batch%202%20-%20Workshop%20Agenda%20-%202016.10.17.pdf?dl=0
https://www.dropbox.com/s/j4pp4nstiabykzj/Final_Participant_List.pdf?dl=0
https://www.dropbox.com/sh/s0tletho7yf5x0r/AAAsuH-_88zcXV8CbwXkMzuza?dl=0
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